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Suddenly it’s March – so welcome to 2019. ASID had very positive
feedback from the last conference in Queensland and the cover
illustrates the chill out space, to make sure everyone could be
included. This IDA edition contains more photos from the conference
and some of the feedback you gave us. Arrangements for the next
ASID conference in Adelaide in November are well under way
and the call for abstracts is open – so please check out the link, it
would be excellent to attract a range of researchers, practitioners
and people with a lived experience of intellectual disability www.
asidconference.com.au/abstract-submission. Keep your eyes peeled
for keynotes - it is looking exciting.
The theme for this quarter is communication and its challenges.
The articles take the research and illustrate practices. Teresa
Iacono discusses the school systems (see page 5) and suggests
some of the reasons children with intellectual disability do not get
the supports they need. This seems to be a recurring theme in the
community – has anyone got some positive stories they can share
on this topic? Meg Irwin and Tara Sheridan remind us it is never too
late to consider communication supports (see page 9) and suggest
a few ways we can support adults in the community. Developing
communication accessible communities might be one of the ways to
go but it will be a slow journey.
ASID is continuing to develop position papers and this edition of IDA
includes a position statement on complex needs. Your local division
will be organising ways to share this information in a meaningful
way with members so watch out for your next meeting. Check out
the local division reports too and our new board members, Sophia
Tipping from Victoria and Denice Wharldall from South Australia.
Check out Sarah Butler’s article (one of NSW inclusive researchers)
(see page 21) on her experience of achieving funding to attend an
ASID conference. This may help you look at ways you can support
people with a lived experience of intellectual disability attend the
next conference in Adelaide.
How did you go with the last quiz? Let us know on Facebook how
you went! The next edition will be in early July and the theme will be
“Accessible information”. Articles, comments and feedback are very
welcome. See the back page of IDA for more details (see page 39).
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Welcome to 2019
As I write this report, I have just finished reading “Shake it Up – where does research fit”, a report from
a workshop facilitated on the final day of the ASID 2018 Conference by Prof Chris Hatton, Dr George
Julian and Aine Healy. The workshop was attended by self-advocates, people with a lived experience of
disability, researchers, service providers, peak bodies and students. The workshop report has provided
us with some wonderful information about:
●● What they heard at the conference that was useful
●● What they didn’t hear about or thought was missing
●● What actions they are going to take
●● Who can help with those actions
●● How people would like to stay connected
This report fits perfectly alongside our conference evaluation survey. It was exciting to see so much
positive feedback about the 2018 conference and to know that we got lots of things right. This success
has given us energy and motivation to build on the suggestions we received from delegates for
improvements or changes to future conferences.
In March when the ASID Board comes together for our first face-to-face of the year, events will be
a focus of the agenda. Events aren’t just about our annual conference but also about the vast array
of events hosted in our seven divisions. We plan to use our time to take stock of our successes, our
challenges and to look at how we move forward to be the organisation that:
●● connects people
●● provides the platform for the dissemination of research in
intellectual disability
●● champions inclusive research and the inclusion of people
with a lived experience of disability across all elements of our
organisation
●● encourages research students
●● uses different methods to connect and communicate with
people
●● brings high quality international research to Australasia and
●● takes steps towards the items on our wish list
We have a big job ahead of us and we start the year with energy and
enthusiasm. Here’s to 2019 being a great year to be part of the ASID
Community.
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THE ROLE OF AAC FOR CHILDREN WITH
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY
Teresa Iacono, PhD

Introduction
For children with intellectual disability, the continuum from mild to profound presents varied challenges in
providing communication supports that address both current and future needs. From early childhood to
late school-age, Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) systems can provide an immediate
means of communication for children with limited speech, while also supporting ongoing language
learning. AAC includes unaided systems, most notably manual signs, as used in Key Word Signs and
Auslan, and aided systems, including real objects, pictures, photos or other graphic symbols. Such
symbols are made available in various forms, such as on low- or no-technology boards and books, and
on high-tech electronic devices. In recent years, widespread use of tablet devices has increased the
availability of aided AAC, with programs including Proloquo2go™ and Tools2Talk+ increasing access to
technology-based AAC systems.
Unfortunately, the potential benefits of introducing AAC early in the life of a child with intellectual disability
are often overlooked, increasing the risk of growing frustrations being realized as challenging behaviours
and/or a widening language delay. The aim here is to consider the potential role of AAC for children
across their early years through to school age.

Early Childhood
For some children whose intellectual disability is not the outcome of a genetic disorder, such as Down
syndrome, or those for whom the disorder has not become apparent, such as Rett Syndrome, late or a
failure to develop speech is often an early indication of a disability. Parents expressing concerns may be
met with a “wait and see” response by medical practitioners. The danger of waiting, however, is the loss
of precious time when the brain has the most plasticity, and hence, the child has great potential to learn
with appropriate intervention.
Early studies in which signs were taught to children with Down syndrome who were delayed in using
words were found to develop early vocabularies in sign (Clibbens, 2001). Over time, children showed
a pattern of expressing some words in sign and others in speech, then finally dropping the signs
altogether. These studies demonstrated that teaching signs could kick start the children’s early language
development, but there were indications that some children hit a plateau when their vocabulary was
sufficient in size, such that progression to word combinations would be expected, but was not seen.
Research by Iacono and colleagues showed that providing models in sign as well as in pictures on an
electronic communication device (which provided speech output) helped children with Down syndrome
Vol 40, Issue 1, March 2019
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and a child with intellectual disability of unknown aetiology move from single to combined words (Iacono
& Duncum, 1995; Iacono, Mirenda, & Beukelman, 1993). The advantage of providing models using both
unaided and aided AAC was that it allowed the child to choose the input that was most useful and met
his or her learning preferences and style. Further, the evidence is clear that use of signs or other forms
of AAC, whether early or late in development, does not hinder speech, a frequent fear of parents (Cress
& Marvin, 2003), but does enhance language learning. One explanation is that access to AAC supports
a child’s language development, and once the child has mastered a base level of language, she can
devote attention to learning speech.
Early childhood settings, such as preschools and early intervention programs, provide rich opportunities
to embed AAC to support communication development within social interactions and learning activities
(Iacono & Cologon, 2014). Providing ready access to various forms of AAC, such as through visual
scripts for activities, activity displays and picture or object calendar boxes (Mirenda & Brown, 2009), and
integrating signs into daily activities can scaffold a child’s comprehension and learning of new language
forms. AAC can remain important for a person, not only to communicate, but also to understand others,
and to make sense of the social and physical environment, including daily and non-routine events.
Ready access to AAC contributes to the inclusiveness of learning environments in which peers without
disability come to know and use AAC, and hence, come to act as peer supports and communication
partners for children with intellectual and other disabilities (Iacono & Cologon, 2014). Teachers and
peers are able to implement incidental teaching, whereby opportunities for learning can be seized (e.g.,
in response to a child picking up a toy bottle in the dolly corner, a teacher can model “let’s give dolly a
bottle” in speech, with picture support, and/or in sign). Such incidental teaching has been found far more
effective than traditional drill and practice, that usually occurs in contrived settings, such as clinic rooms
(Iacono & Cologon, 2014).

Primary School Age
As children move from early childhood settings to primary school, the presence of picture supports
within both the classroom and learning materials dramatically reduces. Words rather than pictures
gradually dominate the pages in books, and visual displays around the room lessen, replaced with
written words as children progress through the grades. Children with intellectual disability, especially
at moderate to severe-profound levels, become more reliant on access to their own AAC systems both
for communication, and also to assist participation in curriculum learning activities. Children with mild
intellectual disability may also continue to benefit from visual displays, such as through pictured social
stories or calendars to support their understanding of what is happening across the day, or to complete
multiple-step activities.
AAC research in schools has reflected the education options for students with intellectual and other
disabilities in operation in Australia and in most developed countries: that is, special or mainstream
schools (Iacono, Keeffe, Kenny, & McInstry, in press). Eligibility for special schools includes having
more severe levels of intellectual disability (Forlin, Chambers, Loreman, Deppeler, & Sharma, 2013),
but students are taught according to the Australian Curriculum (Iacono et al., in press). According to a
rapid review by Iacono (2018), most AAC research conducted in special schools has tended to be on
teaching use of the AAC systems or devices; in contrast, most AAC research conducted in mainstream
schools has addressed improving interactions with peers, although teaching communication skills has
also featured. The role of AAC in enhancing academic learning has been limited. An exception was two
studies by Adams and Cook (2014a, 2014b), who programmed AAC devices with messages to support
learning maths and science concepts through directing a robot’s actions.
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The relatively narrow focus of AAC research in schools on providing
access to communication, rather than using devices to support social
interactions and academic learning may reflect a basic problem in
schools – that children requiring AAC have not been provided with
appropriate systems. Reasons for limited access to AAC in schools
could include an ongoing tendency to see AAC as a last resort, and
a lack of awareness and skills required to implement AAC within
school settings. Further, funding demarcation lines may further limit
access to AAC. Under the National Disability Insurance Scheme,
for example, purchase of AAC aids, whether low or high technology,
requires demonstration that they are necessary for communication,
but not for academic learning, which is the remit of the mainstream
system of education. Such criteria fail to take account of a child’s
needs for continuity of supports, including access to a means of
communication and/or AAC as a means to scaffold learning, across
home, school and other contexts that, combined, contribute to a
child’s learning and functioning.

Teresa Iacono, PhD

Professor of Rural and Regional
Allied Health, La Trobe Rural
Health School
Living with Disabilities Research
Centre
La Trobe University

Conclusions
The most fundamental benefit of AAC is in providing children with intellectual disability access to a
means of communication. This benefit is most evident for those who fail to develop speech skills.
Yet, even for this purpose, many who stand to benefit from them experience delays in receiving AAC
systems, or they are used for narrow purposes. Regardless of severity, AAC has a role to play in
scaffolding a child with intellectual disability’s expressive language learning, understanding of language
and of expectations across environments, and in supporting academic learning and social functioning.
AAC is not a last resort when speech fails to develop, but rather provides a key to giving children with
intellectual disability access to communication, social interactions and life-long learning.
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Key points
●● A “wait and see” approach puts a child at risk of lifelong frustration and increased delays
through missed learning opportunities at the time when the brain is most likely to respond to
communication supports, including AAC.
●● Contrary to popular belief, use of Key Word Signs and other forms of AAC is not a last resort
when speech has failed to develop, but rather provides essential support for language,
freeing up the child’s cognitive resources, which can be directed to learning speech.
●● Providing children with access to both signs and graphic symbols increases the chances to
meet their individual learning styles and preferences.
●● AAC helps a person not only communicate, but also to make sense of the social and
physical environments, and daily events, from early childhood into later years.
●● Communication intervention, whether provided by Speech Pathologists directly or by
parents or teachers with therapist supports, is most effective when it occurs in everyday
situations, when incidental teaching moments are used to provide meaningful contexts and
natural consequences.
●● Learning to use AAC needs to be embedded in social interactions, including with peers, as
well as within academic activities to support lifelong learning.
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OUTCOMES FOR TWO MEN WITH
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY FOLLOWING
Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive
COMMUNICATION SUPPORT TRAINING
Sub-title.
FOR THEIR WORKERS
Meg Irwin & Tara Sheridan

Abstract
For many people with intellectual disability, successful participation is restricted by inadequate or
inappropriate communication support. In Central Victoria, the local Communication Access Network
service convenes and trains a network of disability support workers in advanced communication support
skills. This paper outlines the positive communication and participation outcomes for two men with
intellectual disability and complex communication needs after their support workers joined the Network.

Introduction
Studies in the UK indicate that up to 90% of adults with intellectual disabilities have some form of
communication difficulties, with half having severe difficulties. It has been suggested that eighty percent
of people with severe learning disabilities never acquire an effective communication system (Baker,
2010, p.11). In Australia in 2003, 3% of the population have intellectual disabilities and almost 60%
of those have severe communication limitations (AIHW, 2008). We looked at the communication and
participation outcomes for two men with intellectual disabilities and complex communication needs when
two of their disability support workers trained as Communication Facilitators with the Southern Loddon
Mallee Regional Communication Service (SLMRCS).
The Southern Loddon Mallee Regional Communication Service, auspiced by Bendigo Health and
funded by the Victorian Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), is part of the state wide
Communication Access Network (Johnson, Solarsh, Bloomberg & West, 2016). Communication
Facilitators are disability support workers trained by the SLMRCS speech pathologist to provide
and promote skilled person-centred communication support. The network encourages collaboration
between their services to support each person with a communication disability across his or her various
environments. Since 2006, the SLMRCS has convened, trained and supported the Communication
Coordinator and Facilitator Network. Disability services involved in the Network include approximately
18 DHHS group homes, and 8 large disability funded organisations across approximately 20 sites in the
region. (Communication Access Network, 2018).
Communication Facilitators start with six days of training. After that, the SLMRCS convenes quarterly
collaboration meetings, and provides site visits, whole service or other trainings or consultations, phone
and email support, and a shared email list.
Vol 40, Issue 1, March 2019
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Prior to initial training, participants identify learning goals and needs. During the training, they evaluate
their learning, do a weekly knowledge quiz, practice applying skills in their own services, and undertake
and submit projects. Three months after completing the training, participants complete a questionnaire
about the outcomes of their training for people they support.
Following the first course in 2018, Tara was enthusiastic about outcomes for two men she supported in
their residential service. The SLMRCS invited Tara to collaborate on this paper about “Sam” and “Steve”
(not their real names). Tara was a practice leader at Golden City Support Services (GCSS). GCSS
provides services to people with disabilities, people recovering from mental illness, frail aged people,
and people with dementia, through supported accommodation, respite, and home and community-based
supports. GCSS has been a member of the Communication Coordinator and Facilitator Network since
its inception, and actively supports their Communication Facilitators through an additional network within
GCSS.
GCSS’s fundamental practice framework is its Five Bases of Support, built on elements of PersonCentred Active Support (Ashman, Beadle-Brown and Mansell, 2010) and Positive Behaviour Support
(La Vigna, Willis and Donellan, 1989). The Five Bases are Communication, Engagement, Choice and
Control, Predictability and Consistency, and Positive and Respectful Language. This framework informs
all organisational policies, practice, staffing structure and employment strategies. Tara was already
skilled in this approach, but she found that communication-specific training still improved outcomes.

Sam
Sam was a 45-year-old man with an intellectual disability, acquired brain injury, and obsessivecompulsive behaviours. They included requests to purchase new clothes, but reluctance to wear new
or clean clothes; continuous checking, moving, or folding of clothes throughout the day, not washing his
clothes, and refusing to bathe on average, every second day. At most, Sam would choose to wear clean
clothes every second day. Staff could spend entire shifts folding clothes for him, or writing lists of new
clothing requests. If Sam was not well supported to manage these behaviours, he might throw objects
and cause property damage.
The accommodation service had introduced a skill development sheet so staff had consistent prompts
to support Sam to bathe. This gave him more control by making his activities more predictable for him.
When all fifteen staff followed the skill development sheet, Sam usually completed his routine. A year
after the sheet was introduced, Sam would often show staff he had already independently bathed when
they arrived. However, if he had high blood sugar levels or increased anxiety, this would not happen.
Additionally, if staff did not know Sam well, they, themselves, could become anxious and, therefore, not
deliver consistent prompts.
Two of Sam’s workers, one from his day support, and Tara from his accommodation service, did the
six day training in early 2018. After the training, two new communication support interventions were
introduced for Sam; a social story and consistent collaboration between the accommodation and day
support Communication Facilitators.
The social story was developed to give Sam more control in his routine at home. It was about choosing
clean clothes and washing clothes. It used positive and respectful language to confirm his right to make
choices, and his ability to manage his clothing. It also affirmed that others saw Sam as handsome when
he followed his routine.
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The day support Communication Facilitator read the social story with Sam during the day. Reading the
story away from home allowed him to process what he needed to do away from the place he needed to
do it.
Two months after the social story was introduced, Sam was choosing to bathe, and was washing his
clothes and wearing clean clothes daily. On a good day, he was requesting to purchase four to five new
clothing items twice a day, and checking his clothing only once a day.
The two trained Communication Facilitators from Sam’s day support and accommodation service
communicated daily; sharing information about what was happening for him, identifying what was
working and what wasn’t, thus establishing consistent support across Sam’s main environments.
Tara believes a key impact of this collaboration was creating predictability for Sam:
“He trusts we are communicating with each other about what he needs. This can be informing him of a
staffing change for the afternoon at home, or advising his day supports if he’s going to be away. This way
he is reassured that everyone has the information they need to effectively support him.”
Vol 40, Issue 1, March 2019
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Holidays, when usual routines changed, had been a particularly stressful time of for Sam. With daily
communication between the communication facilitators and use of the social story during normal nonholiday weeks, Sam had been more able to participate successfully in more activities he enjoyed. Tara
explains the difference this made to holiday periods:
“The more engaged he is in his life, the more meaningful things he has in it, the less time he has to ask
for stuff. When he comes to holidays, he is then happy to relax.”
There was also an increase in Sam’s verbal communication, which had previously been very limited.
Tara describes the change: “It was ‘yes’ or ‘no’ or ‘yup’. ‘Yup’ meant either ‘yes’ or ‘I don’t understand’.
He will now ask ‘Hello, how are you today?’ and you say ‘Great thanks. How are you?’ He responds ‘Yup,
good, I did this today’. He is actually having a full conversation. He’s using more words and his message
is clearer. Staff don’t have to interpret as much. Now he is communicating more and feeling understood,
we are seeing more of his personality. He jokes and sings and wants to share things with others.”
Furthermore, as Sam initiated more interaction and produced more verbal language, staff learnt more
about how he processed information and how to support him effectively to do that. Mutual trust and
successful interaction kept increasing.

Steve
Steve was a 42 year old man with autism and an intellectual disability. He did not speak. He understood
some speech and could recognise photographs of places and people important to him. Steve was
mostly happy to sit on the couch and not interact, perhaps occasionally going to the kitchen to ask for
something.
Photo boards were already in place at Steve’s home. After the training, Tara prioritised time to ensure the
boards continued to develop and that staff supported Steve to use them.
Steve’s photo board was a pin board with photos of him doing things in the community, such as buying
lunch from the bakery, going to the supermarket, going to the pool, visiting his mum or his brother, or
gardening at home.
After the training and the active implementation of the photo board, Tara describes the improvements:
“To start off, staff had to go into his bedroom and ask him to join them and say “What did you do?” and
talk to him about it. You could tell by his body language, vocalisations and facial expressions that he was
excited that we were standing there talking to him about something that he enjoyed. Now it’s got to a
point that staff arrive and he takes them to the board rather than the other way around.”
“A lot of his communication needs to be interpreted by the other person. So now we have a really good
tool to know what he actually likes doing, which opens opportunity for him to make choices in the future
and for him to make decisions and have more control in his life.”

Key points
●● A regional network convened, trained and supported by the local Communication Access
Network speech pathologist since 2006, builds the capacity of disability support workers to
provide effective communication support to people with complex communication needs.
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●● These “communication facilitators” are provided with knowledge, skills, tools, resources,
mentoring and collegial relationships to provide and promote good person-centred
communication support, including appropriate communication aids and strategies.
●● Positive outcomes for people with intellectual disabilities and communication disabilities
following initial training include; increased initiation, improved choice and control,
increased participation in self-care and community activities, improved communication,
and reduced challenging behaviour
●● Support workers within an organisation committed to communication were able to achieve
improved outcomes after training focusing specifically on communication.
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DIVISION REPORT
DECEMBER 2018

Victoria
Brief Update On Divisional Annual General Meeting
Welcome to the start of the 2019 year. The Victorian division completed the 2018 year with our
November divisional annual meeting. The meeting was held at the Australian Catholic University. Stella
Koritsas from Scope Australia presented on her valuable research which has resulted in the development
of two outcomes measures to evaluate the delivery of services to people living with disabilities. The
tools are: The Outcome and Impact Scale – Revised and The Measuring Outcomes in Services and
Supports Tool-Short Form. We would like to thank Dr. Koritsas for her presentation and look forward to
the progress of this research in the disability sector. Following Stella’s presentation, the annual election
of office bearers for the Victorian division was held. We have now welcomed Helen Killmier, Richard
Zylan and Lincoln Humphries to our committee. Coral Farr has stepped into the role of Victorian ASID
chairperson. Sophia Tipping is our newly elected ASID Board Representative. Hilary Johnson is our
Treasurer. Jo Watson is our representative for the Membership committee. We have decided to share
the various roles of the committee amongst the committee members. We would like to express our
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appreciation to Loretta Sheppard and the Australian Catholic University for providing the venue and
catering for this great event.
Podcasts
We are now well into Season Two of our podcasts series. To date, Sophia, Ben and Buffy have produced
three episodes. Episode One is Supported Decision Making building on the workshop presented by
Jo Watson last year. Episode Two presents the outcomes from research into the Political Participation
for people with intellectual disabilities (with the bonus episode presenting the perspectives of selfadvocates, politicians and Inclusion Melbourne). This is very relevant with a Federal election looming in
the near future. Episode three presents the outcomes from the Story Telling Booth which Sophia and Ben
operated during the 2018 ASID conference in November.
Story Sharing Workshop
Our next event is a presentation on “Story Sharing -supporting people with intellectual disability to build
relationships.” The workshop is to be held on the 4th March 2019 and facilitated by Nicola Grove who
is a researcher, trainer and story teller in the disability education, health and social care sectors in the
United Kingdom. This event is a co-branded event with Scope Victoria and La Trobe university Living
with Disability research centre. To date, the licensed practitioner workshop has been fully booked. The
foundation session is booking up rapidly. There will be a report on the event in the next edition of IDA as
we look forward to a busy 2019 year ahead.
Coral Farr


VICchair@asid.asn.au

New South Wales/Australian Capital Territory
By: Laura Hogan & Bernadette Curryer

Our Division
February has been a busy month for our division.
On the 15th, we gathered for a lovely meal on the water in Parramatta to celebrate with Dr Michele
Wiese her award of Fellow of ASID (FASID) for 2018. Michele was
unable to attend the ASID 2018 conference where the awards were
presented. This was a belated celebration and a great chance to
catch up with our friend, colleague and previous committee member.
Then on the 27th we came together again, for our annual planning
day. As our committee now hosts its regular meetings using video
conference, our planning day also is now our annual face to face
meeting. It was a day of new beginnings and one farewell. Dr Sam
Arnold resigned from our committee after many years serving as a
committee member and a term as a board director, Sam is thanked
for all he has contributed to ASID and we hope to welcome him back
one day. As we said goodbye to one, we also welcomed two new
committee members, Sarah Wagstaff and Bronwyn Newman.
Our planning day was expertly facilitated by Richard Tewson who
volunteered his time and did a wonderful job at keeping us on track
and reminding us to keep our plans realistic and achievable. It was

Angela Dew (NSW Chair) and
Michele Wiese (Fellow of ASID)
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a positive and productive day, collectively we felt that we have a clear direction and some exciting goals
including:
●● a launch event
●● increasing our reach to rural and remote
●● a series of webinars on communication
●● increasing engagement with early career and student researchers in Intellectual Disability across
NSW
Angela Dew


NSWchair@asid.asn.au

Committee at Michele’s dinner (Back row L – R Vivienne Riches,
Bernadette Curryer, Michele Wiese, Laura Hogan, Sarah Wagstaff.
Front row L-R Angela Dew, Bronwyn Newman

Planning Day (back row L – R
Stuart Wark, Vivienne Riches,
Laura Hogan, Bernadette
Curryer, Bronwyn Newman.
Front Row L – R Richard
Tewson, Sarah Butler, Angela
Dew, Linda Ward Ee-Lin Chang.
Sarah Wagstaff is missing from
the photo but had participated in
the day).

South Australia
We are excited that the ASID Conference is being held in Adelaide in November. The theme for the
conference is:
The journey to good life: taking control
The last Adelaide conference was 2011 and the Disability Care and Support Productivity Commission
had just released its report recommending the NDIS. I recall at the conference many of us with lap tops
in hand encouraging people to sign up to the Every Australian Counts Campaign and join the crusade to
make the NDIS a reality. The NDIS was by no means a certainty and the battle had not yet been won.
Fast forward eight years and many service providers are needing to focus on adapting business
processes to the NDIS service environment. The 2019 Conference is a great opportunity to refocus on
what really matters, those living with an intellectual disability living a good life.

16
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ASID SA is represented on the reference group for the Our Voice SA Project- the focus of which is
developing co-designed information resources and distributing information via Our Voice meetings,
community venues, and service providers.
Our first event for the year is being held on March 13th:
Learn about a well-researched Therapeutic Accommodation Support model using a Human Rights
Framework, contribute to a discussion on success support models, enjoy a light meal and a glass of
wine with like-minded people.
In SA we have found that early evening events are the most successful as it is often difficult for Members
to free themselves from work commitments during the day.
We look forward to seeing members at events and the Conference.
Denice Wharldall


SAchair@asid.asn.au

Aotearoa, New Zealand
Date: 21/02/2018
Our Division
Aotearoa New Zealand will be hosting the Australasian ASID
conference towards the end of 2020. This event was very much to
the forefront of discussion at the NZASID committee’s face to face
meeting in Wellington on February 20TH. The Division was thrilled to
welcome and introduce three new members Warren Herring, CareyAnn Morrison and Rickardt van Dyk. The addition of these three
members has brought a broad wealth of experience and expertise.
They provided a fresh perspective and broadened the focus of our
face to face meeting. Two of the main highlights of the meeting were
the formulation of a clear direction for the next two years and the
establishment of working groups to implement arising actions.
The meeting acknowledged the outstanding contribution of Adrian
Higgins who has played a key leadership role both in ASID, the
New Zealand Division and in the field of disability support through
his research and writing, practical wisdom and genuine interest in
improving the lives of people with learning disability.
We look forward to a challenging and inspirational year as the
working groups advance and promote the work of ASID and the
Aotearoa New Zealand disability sector refines and implements
System transformation
Debbie Espiner


NZchair@asid.asn.au
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BOARD MEMBER PROFILES
Meet Sophia Tipping
My name is Sophia Tipping. I’m new to the ASID board and represent the Victorian division. I’ve been
working in the areas of disability and mental health since 2011. I started as a clinical social worker
and community development officer in mental health where I often worked with people with intellectual
disability. However, my passions about the civil and political rights of all people took me to La Trobe
University’s Living with Disability Research Centre to a PhD under the supervision of Professor Christine
Bigby. I’m currently exploring the perceptions and experiences of voting for people with intellectual
disability. It’s no accident I ended up working in disability. My uncle, Peter Tipping, had cerebral palsy
and an intellectual disability. I never got to meet Peter but I heard lots of stories about him. He inspired
my Grandfather, E. W. Tipping, to use his platform as a journalist to highlight the struggles facing people
with intellectual disability and their parents due to a lack of appropriate supports. Peter’s presence
in my life through stories and the work of my grandparents have
undoubtedly influenced my decision to pursue work in this field. I
am also passionate about sharing the research we do with wider
audiences and increasing the impact of our work on policy, practice
and society so people with intellectual disability can have greater
control of their lives and our community. This passion has led me
to some great activities – including starting the ASID Research to
Practice podcast with Hilary Johnson, Buffy Gorilla and Ben Pawson.
Through my work on the ASID board, I hope we can ensure people
with intellectual disability are more involved in the work we do at
ASID.

Meet Denice Wharldall
I have worked in the disability sector for over 40 years; originally as a Registered Nurse working in
an institution at a time when community support was not an option. I have been very fortunate to be
involved in the closing of several institutions including Ru Rua Nursing Home and the Spastic Centres of
South Australia Nursing Home. When I studied at university to become a Developmental Educator in the
mod 80s it opened up a whole new world of thinking for me and it was at a time of great social change.
I find it hard to believe that I use to think those living with a disability needed a model of service delivery
dominated by a medical model. I have worked in senior management positions for over 30 years
predominately for services which are practical accommodation and in-home support services. I have
been a member of ASID since last century and as someone who
works as a service provider, I believe that we have a responsibility
to ensure that all we do is backed up by research. This is particularly
important in support services that offer 24 hour support as service
providers have such a significant impact on the lives of those we
here to serve. On a personal note I have been fortunate to be
married to my lovely husband Jeff for many many years and am an
avid fan of the Crows AFL Team and the Thunderbird Netball Team.
My husband is an avid Port supporter so we both live with the enemy
so to speak. I like to read and love to travel.
18
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INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY AND COMPLEX
SUPPORT NEEDS*

Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive
Sub-title.
ASID Position Statement

Individuals with intellectual disability and complex support needs are currently not adequately recognised
in policy or supported across multiple service sectors. To address this situation, ASID supports the need
for:
●● Development of a consistent definition of ‘complex support needs’ and improved identification of
those with intellectual disability who have complex support needs;
●● Collection of data on the prevalence and diversity of complex support needs among people with
intellectual disability;
●● Cross sector, broad policy commitment to recognising and addressing complex support needs for
individuals with intellectual disability;
●● Development of effective cross sector service responses to supporting people with intellectual
disability and complex support needs that address: eligibility criteria; access barriers; effective
planning responses; and high-quality service provision based on a skilled workforce.
●● Applied research-based evaluation of intensive case management to establish its effectiveness
as a model of support for people with intellectual disability and complex support needs.
●● Commitment to appropriate and targeted early and ongoing intervention to increase quality
outcomes for individuals with intellectual disability and complex support needs across their life
course to reduce the current disproportionate high economic, social and human costs incurred in
responding to crises and trauma.
Background
When intellectual disability co-occurs with other issues such as mental illness, complex health conditions,
complex communication needs, behaviours that may be a harm to self or others, substance misuse,
homelessness, trauma, violence and victimisation, intergenerational or circumstantial disadvantage, or
involvement with the child protection or criminal justice systems, individuals are said to have complex
support needs. Complexity is also shaped by gender, ethnicity and being an Aboriginal Australian or a
New Zealand Maori. Complex support needs are characterised by a combination of some or all of the
following:
●● Breadth and depth of needs
●● Multiple service involvement
●● Challenges in holistic and effective service response
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●● Changing needs over time, more likely in times stress or crisis.
●● Evidence suggests that significant numbers of people with intellectual disability will experience
complex support needs at some time in their lives. Across the board research shows that
effective systemic responses to this group are hampered by a range of issues which exclude
them, including narrow eligibility criteria for services, difficulties accessing those services that
may be available, inadequate planning for their complex support service needs, thin markets of
providers willing to provide support services and an under-skilled workforce, particularly in rural
and regional areas of Australia and New Zealand.
* Australasian Society for Intellectual Disability. (2019). Background paper for ASID position statement on
intellectual disability and complex support needs Available at: www.asid.asn.au/publications/positionstatements
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A CHALLENGE FOR VOICE, CHOICE AND
CONTROL

Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive
Sub-title.
Sarah Butler

I have been a member of the CDS inclusive research network
since 2010. The Inclusive research network has been presenting at
the ASID National Conference since 2012. Prior to NDIS all costs
associated with the conference were funded by ADHC through
my individualised package. This included flights, accommodation,
registration fee etc.
At my NDIS planning meeting I explained to the local area
coordinator the activities that I do now with my ADHC existing
funding. NDIA stated that despite one of my goals being to maintain
access to current community groups and social participation, it is not
reasonable and necessary that the NDIS fund my ASID conferences.
I applied for a review of the reviewable decision, to not fund the
conference, however this was declined.

Sarah Butler

I contacted the NDIS Appeals Officer at Intellectual Disability Rights
Service explaining to them that I am not happy with my plan as the
NDIS will not fund my ASID conferences. The NDIS Appeals Officer
sent the outcome of the review from the NDIA to the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal. The NDIS Appeals Officers provided support for
me to receive free legal assistance through Legal Aid NSW.
The AAT over turned the original decision made from NDIA, an
agreement was written and signed by the solicitor on my behalf
showing the outcome of the agreement between the National
Disability Insurance Agency and myself under section 42c.
The agreement was sent in an email to the NDIA to notify them of
the decision from the AAT. The ASID 2018 conference costs were
paid for out of my NDIS package this is the first time that I have been
able to use my NDIS package after funding through ADHC ceased.
The NDIS Appeals Officer said “I feel very lucky you have a solicitor
with a lot of knowledge and experience if you didn’t have that
solicitor and had have had someone else your chances of gaining
the outcome you achieved would not have been as high” I was really
happy that the AAT over turned the original decision made by the
NDIA not to fund the conference.
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The solicitor advised that if the AAT had not overtured the decision and I needed to go to the federal
court my matter would be novel and complex. I have since had a discussion with an assistant director
at the NDIA to explain how important it is that my ASID conferences are funded on an ongoing basis
without having to go through the same process again, taking the matter to the AAT to have a new
agreement for the same matter. I was advised that an alert will be placed on my NDIS file that the
registration, fares, accommodation and related travel will be funded on an ongoing basis each plan.
I am very proud to be a member of the inclusive research and continuing to present at conferences and
ongoing funding is vital to the network and well as my personal and professional development.
Sarah Butler


Sarah.butler2@bigpond.com

COMMUNICATION ACCESSIBLE
COMMUNITIES
As an ASID representative I attended the Communication Access Alliance meeting held by Speech
Pathology Australia on February 11th. The alliance is a broad group of representatives whose aim is
to ensure communities are communication accessible in Australia. The group has been meeting once
or twice year since 2017 and has links with work occurring, nationally and internationally, to raise
awareness of communication as a basic human right and Communication Access. One of the links is
with global policy work being coordinated through the International Communication Project (ICP) www.
internationalcommunicationproject.com/.
The focus of this meeting was discussion around the findings of a draft review of the literature funded
through Speech Pathology Australia scoping the research pertaining to communication access. This
review will be finalised soon with an accompanying Easy English version. Discussions ensued relating
to definitions, legislations and standards. One of the definitions preferred by meeting attendees was
communication support needs. There was much discussion as to whom this definition included and
whether it should exclude people without a disability who might have little English or limited literacy. The
meeting concluded with a desire to hold a range of focus groups of people who might be considered
to have communication support needs, those with sensory impairments, receptive and/or expressive
communication disorders and users of augmentative and alternative communication. These groups
would allow for time to discuss the definitions and decide for themselves.
Hilary Johnson
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HAVING A SAY CONFERENCE

ADAM JAMES RECEIVES THE ‘PENTLAND AND BANFIELD’ AWARD FOR SELF ADVOCACY

HAVING A SAY CONFERENCE 2019
Having a Say conference is held every year hosted by VALiD ( Victorian Advocacy League for individuals
with Disability). The Having a Say conference is the largest conference for people with disabilities within
Australia where people can use their voice, to speak up, to be heard and to be respected. The first
conference was held in 2000 with 190 attendees. This year the Having a Say conference celebrated its
20th conference with a 1000 attendees in Geelong, Victoria.
Each year at the Having a Say Conference, Deakin University presents the ‘Pentland & Banfield’ award
to a self advocate who is recognised as a leader in self advocacy. The award is named after the late
Doug Pentland and David Benfield, two founding members of Reinforce self advocacy group who were
tireless advocates for the rights of people with an intellectual disability. It is always with great pleasure
that I present this award as I knew Doug well and had many opportunities to see his advocacy in action.
I also knew David well and had the opportunity to work alongside him when studying the history of self
advocacy. Their strengths and skills as self advocates were many and included the courage to speak
out, a commitment to the rights of people with disabilities and a sense of camaraderie with their peers.
We use these qualities to guide us when making this award.
In 2019, the award went to Adam James. In the photo you can see the moment when Adam receives
this award. Adam has been a self advocate associated with VALiD for around 10 years, he is a member
of the Eastern network and is invited often to work on advisory groups, research groups and to attend
other forums where he represents issues impacting on the lives of people with an intellectual disability. I
first met him at one of these forums almost ten years ago when I was researching individualised funding.
Adam’s enthusiasm for having a say was strong then and is perhaps even stronger now.
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A feature at the 2019 Having a Say conference was the Trace podcast ‘Who killed Maria James? www.
abc.net.au/radio/programs/trace/,’ where Adam, his brother Mark and journalist Rachael Brown talked
about the story of Adam’s mother’s murder and Adam’s experiences of abuse that are at the centre of
this story. This is a ‘must listen’ for all people who are committed to justice for victims of violence and
abuse, for the fight that needs to continue for people with an intellectual disability to be given their right
to justice, and to be supported to be a part of the justice process. It is also an incredible personal story of
two brothers supporting each other through this ordeal, to get justice for their mother, for Adam and for
their family. You can watch Adam and his brother talking about this on the VALID you tube ‘Standing by
my brother’ www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8ZytHfOeN4.
Adam dedicated his award to the memory of his mother and his father who he said he wished were
there to see him receive it, knowing they would be very proud. He also acknowledged the support of his
brother and the people who work beside Adam so he can have a full and meaningful life continuing to be
a strong self advocate and ‘a happy man’. Adam has an infectious personality, he never forgets anyone
who he has met. Adam is a person who remembers people and experiences that matter to him and we
at Deakin University hope he sees this award as an important recognition of who he is and what he
contributes to our society, and remembers it as one of his good experiences.
Patsie Frawley
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ASID 2018 CONFERENCE
A selection of ASID’s 2018 conference feedback

Reflecting on the 2018 ASID Conference in Queensland
ASID conference 2018 - Communicating – the hands have it

“

Hear, speak, see nothing!

I am reenergised from this event. Great to reconnect with old colleagues plus see lots of
new faces and next generation researchers and self advocates. Loved having so many self
advocates there. What a community! Excellent twitter feed too - really helped with the problem of
deciding which session to attend. Well done Committee!
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Friends

In the eye

Apart

On the side

Look at this
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“

This was the best ASID conference I’ve been to. You really
had the balance right between academic papers, practical
workshops, lived experience and international perspectives.
A few keynotes weren’t as good as they could be but this
was offset by some of the best keynotes I’ve attended. It’s
great to see ASID shaking it up and moving with the times.

”

“

I think the biggest takeaway
for the conference came
from Southern Cross
University’s presentation
on inclusive research!
Very inspiring, and a great
networking opportunity.

“

“

2018 was the most
inclusive ASID conference
I have been to.

”

”

The conference had a really good vibe this year. The
chill out space was excellent and the Take Better
Photos stand was amazing - it provided so much energy
and fun. The dine around dinner idea was a welcome
departure from a stuffy formal affair. Great conference,
thank you.

“

”

A great mixture of participants. It was great to see so many
people who receive support engaged in different parts of
the conference ie the young ladies at check in and the
presenters of many of the workshops.

”
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CDS EVENT
CDS Research & Innovation Pillar Afternoon Soiree
The Centre for Disability Studies (CDS) hosted a Research & Innovation Pillar Afternoon Soiree on
Friday 1st February 2019. The aim was to showcase research and innovation carried out by the CDS
Research and Innovation Pillar in partnership with collaborating organisations over the previous twelve
months. The event, which kicked off with champagne and canapes, showcased key projects and
facilitated networking.
Presentation partners included Martin Wren, CEO of NOVA Employment Ltd. - project Improving
employment outcomes for people with disability, and Sylvana Mahmic, CEO, Plumtree -project peerled support for parents of children with disabilities, inclusive researchers and two uni 2 beyond alumna.
Other collaborative research and innovation projects CDS has undertaken which were highlighted
include Achieve: quality processes in accommodation services; an Australian Research Council grant:
Keeping my place in the community; MINDS Singapore: quality of life for families and carers of people
with intellectual disability; The Hako Womens’ Collective Bougainville, PNG: rehabilitation after civil war;
and CDS flagship projects The inclusive research network “My story, my voice: My life since the NDIS
project”; Social Networking and Uni 2 beyond.
An exciting development was the announcement by Director Patricia O’Brien of the establishment of
the CDS Research Community of Practice involving invited and interested organisations and individuals
to build on existing collaboration and shared research interests. There was an overwhelmingly positive
response from attendees and CDS looks forward to getting this new forum for sharing ideas and
expertise off the ground. At this stage, plans are to launch the Community of Practice with an inaugural
event in April/May 2019.
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Want to learn more?

If interested in joining or seeking more information, please contact
Friederike Gadow Co‐Leader Research & Innovation.


friederike.gadow@sydney.edu.au
02 9036 3611
Vol 40, Issue 1, March 2019
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ASID 2019
Call for Abstracts is now open.
For information and to submit an abstract go to the ASID website www.asidconference.com.au/abstractsubmission.
Sponsorship and exhibition packages are also available online at www.asidconference.com.au/sponsors.

AUSTR AL AS IAN SOCI ET Y FO R
I NTE LLEC TUAL D I SAB I LIT Y

The journey
to a good life
TAKI N G CO NTRO L
Hilton Adelaide
6 – 8 November 2019
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Mount Lofty Botanic Garden. Image: Jonty Paterson

asidconference.com.au

NO RESEARCH ABOUT US WITHOUT US

INCLUSIVE RESEARCHERS COLUMN
The Inclusive Research Network Attends ASID 2018!
Last year we were able to attend the ASID Conference on the
Gold Coast in Queensland. We presented on a number of different
projects that we have been involved in over the last 12 months. We
also held a round table discussion on the U.N. Declaration on the
Rights of People With Disabilities with different groups focusing on
issues around health, education, housing, and employment.
What we LOVED about ASID
Some of our groups loved that they were able to listen to, and sometimes meet, speakers from all over
the world. We also thought the topics were very interesting. We really loved the discussion that came out
of our presentation on the NDIS and found that many people were very passionate about the topic. This
made us feel like we were having an impact! We also loved that there was a lot about the conference
that was very accessible. In particular, the food was carefully catered to people’s different needs and the
caterers were very helpful and respectful.
What could have been better?
We felt that the conference dinner venue that we attended could have been more accessible and we
also would have appreciated more information about the venue so that our less mobile members could
have planned getting their in advance. We also would have enjoyed more time to socialize with the
different people from the conference and felt that there were limited opportunities to do this. We also
found it very difficult to raise funds to get our members to the conference with some member’s NDIS
plans not covering travel costs. However, with the help of some private donations through our chuffed.
org campaign we all got there in the end!
ASID was a very positive experience and we are already looking forward to attending this years ASID
conference in Adelaide!
David Taylor


david.h.taylor@sydney.edu.au
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COMMUNITY CORNER

QUIZ

Answers on page 33

1

According to Stats NZ’s 2013 Disability Survey, what percentage of people identify as having
a disability in Aotearoa New Zealand?
A. 14%
B. 18%
C. 21%
D. 24%

2

More acronyms! Governments love a good acronym….what are the full names of these
acronyms used by governments in Aotearoa New Zealand and Australia?
E. NASC
F. DES
G. SDA
H. MHAIDS
I. ILC
J. CHAP
K. AHRC

3

Leigh Creighton, one of Community Disability Alliance Hunter’s peer mentors, also performs
music and released a film clip for the song, ‘This Is My World’, last year with a group from
Speak Up Hunter. What name does Creighton perform under?
A. MC Leo
B. MC Cray Cray
C. MC LC
D. MC Leroy

4

One of ASID’s gold organisational members is Te Roopu Taurima who operate under 4 Ngā
Mātāpono, or core values – Tūmanako, Whakapono, Aroha, and Panekiretanga. In this
order, what do each of these values translate to in English?
A. Trust, Kindness, Action, Excellence
B. Kindness, Excellence, Trust, Action
C. Excellence, Action, Trust, Kindness
D. Action, Trust, Kindness, Excellence

5

Many people are already looking forward to August and the IASSIDD World Congress, being
held this year in Scotland. But…which city in Scotland?
A. Edinburgh
B. Glasgow
C. Inverness
D. Aberdeen
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Answers

Question 1: (D) 24%
This means there are about 1.1 million people in Aotearoa New Zealand who identify as living with a
disability.
Question 2:
A. Needs Assessment and Service Coordination
B. Disability Employment Services
C. Specialist Disability Accommodation
D. Mental Health, Addictions and Intellectual Disability Service
E. Information, Linkages and Capacity Building
F. Comprehensive Health Assessment Program
G. Australian Human Rights Commission
Question 3: (A) MC Leo
You can watch the film clip here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWH2Y1HkAv0
Question 4: (D) Action, Trust, Kindness, Excellence
Tūmanako: Being proactive to ensure the best outcomes in all that we do
Whakapono: Acting with honesty and integrity in all that we do
Aroha: Expressing compassion and joy for others in all that we do
Panekiretanga: Striving for excellence and quality in all that we do
Question 5: (B) Glasgow
ASID 2018 Conference keynote speaker, Professor Andrew Jahoda, said he’d see us there.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
www.asid.asn.au/events

For further information about Events visit www.asid.asn.au/events or email secretariat@asid.asn.au

2 April 2019

Self-advocacy, Citizenship and
Inclusion
Learn about the fundamentals of friendship, feeling included, and
having a say in your own life. How can you support others to speak up
for themselves and get involved in life?
Date:

Tuesday 2 April 2019

Time:

3.30pm to 5.30pm

Venue: Olive Tree House, Morley WA 6062
Cost:

Members – no charge
Non-members – $10.00

Please ensure you book to attend by clicking the link below. Bookings
close Friday, 29 March 2019.
Book Now

Podcasts
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ASID Podcast
After a very successful second season, ASID are excited to announce
a third season of the Research to Practice podcast. This seasons we
will continue to feed you state of the art research and stories with a new
flair and focus. You will hear more stories from people with intellectual
disabilities, more links to the research and ASIDs publications, and
more practical tips for service managers, front line staff and policy

UPCOMING EVENTS

makers. You will hear more hear from researchers, practitioners and people with intellectual disabilities
from around Australia and New Zealand. And we will continue to cover our ASID conference with a series
of episodes from the ASID 2019 “The Journey to a good life - Taking Control” conference in Adelaide –
including our popular StoryBooth.
We also want you, the listener, to be more involved! Tweet us at @asid_ltd or email us through the
communications committee with story ideas, links to groups of people with intellectual disabilities or your
feedback. We want to start conversations online about our episodes of the content we cover using the
hashtag #ASIDpod. Don’t be shy – get involved!
Season three will be released in the second half of 2019. In the meantime, catch up on the episodes you
missed here.
Sophia Tipping
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WHY JOIN ASID
ASID was established over 50 years ago and is still committed to the ideals that led to its creation to
improve the quality of life for people with an intellectual disability. It is a strong and vibrant association
comprising people working or studying in the area of intellectual disability, organisations providing
services to those with intellectual disabilities and people with an intellectual disability and their families
or carers.
Membership of ASID provides you with access to invaluable information, resources and the opportunity
to develop contacts to better inform and equip your organisation to provide the best quality service
to those with intellectual disabilities. We believe that this work has never been more important than
it is today and ASID membership provides the opportunity, through a united society, to influence
developments in the area of intellectual disability.

Free Journal Subscriptions
Individual members receive online and print access and organisational
members receive online access to the leading journals in intellectual
disability: Research & Practice in Intellectual and Developmental
Disabilities (RAPIDD) and the Journal of Intellectual & Developmental
Disabilities (JIDD). Organisational members have discounted access
to 6 other journals and individual members have online access to two
other journals. Individual Members have free online access to two other
leading journals.

Discounts to attend workshops, conferences and
other events
ASID members enjoy significant discounts on the ASID Annual
Conference, divisional events and workshops delegate fees.
Organisational members are entitled to discounts for several staff to
attend according to their level of membership.

ASID Monthly E-News.
Don’t have time to keep up with the intellectual disability news and
social media world each day? Don’t worry, this fortnightly service will
arrive in your inbox and tell you what you have missed.
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Intellectual Disability Australia Magazine (IDA)
Each quarter you will be emailed a copy of IDA that includes articles
of general interest, stories from the intellectual disability community,
forthcoming workshops and events.

Use of our Logo
Organisations are entitled to use the ASID logo on their organisation
websites and promotional material (Subject to conditions).

Opportunity to meet and exchange ideas
tt membership will also provide you with eligibility to be a decision
maker and participate within the organisation, membership of a division
that meets on a regular basis to pursue issues of local, national
or international relevance together with locally organised regional
conferences, seminars, workshops and social gatherings.
It will also offer opportunities to meet and exchange ideas with people
having similar interests in other parts of your region and the country.

Become involved in the governance of ASID by being
a member of the board, your local division committee
or on a board committee
Membership of ASID entitles you to join your local division committee
and give you the opportunity to contribute and influence the
development of ASID. As a divisional committee member you may
stand for election to be a member of the board of ASID Ltd. You can
also join one of the board committees.

For information on how to join, membership types and rates www.asid.asn.au/members
Vol 40, Issue 1, March 2019
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ASID COMMITTEES
Committee

Chair and Email

Role of Committee

Membership

Allyson Thomson
membership@asid.asn.au

●● To review and monitor ASID Ltd membership
●● To recommend membership fee rates to the Board
●● To attract and retain members as a part of the
company’s income generation strategy

Finance

Ben Crothers
treasurer@asid.asn.au

●●
●●
●●
●●

Events

Sharon Brandford
events@asid.asn.au

●● Develop and oversee guides and procedures
●● Oversee appointment of Event Management
●● Ensure ASID events promote and demonstrate
inclusion of persons with lived experience of
intellectual disability

Publications

Angus Buchanan
vicepresident@asid.asn.au

●● Develop and oversee policies and procedures
related to ASID’s peer-reviewed journals
●● Provide interface between the ASID and contracted
publishers (Taylor and Francis)
●● Develop processes, for and oversee appointments
of Editors and Editorial Board Chairs

Position Papers

To be appointed

●● To establish and document definitions,
processes and guidelines for the development
and endorsement of position statements, for
presentation to the Board for approval
●● Develop a strategy for the widest possible
dissemination of position
●● The committee will formulate a timely response to
any reactions to position statements

Communication

Hilary Johnson
communications@asid.asn.au

●● Produce and publish IDA 4 x per annum
●● To develop and distribute high quality, responsive,
accessible communications with external
stakeholders including members, consumers and
stakeholders we wish to influence

Partnerships
and Projects

Bernadette Curryer
bcur3628@uni.sydney.edu.au

●● To identify partnerships currently in place, at both
a divisional and national level, sharing what is
happening and strategies used across all divisions
●● To identify and link with potential partners, ensuring
mutual benefit eg. shared memberships
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To review and monitor financial processes
To help the board generate more income
To help the board spend less money
To help the board decide how to invest our money

Intellectual Disability Australasia (IDA)
is produced and distributed by the
Australasian Society for Intellectual
Disability.
ISSN: 2206-4311
The views expressed in this newsletter
are not necessarily those of the
Australasian Society for Intellectual
Disability.
The magazine is produced four times
a year, March, June, September and
December. The editor welcomes
contributions, please contact for details
of article length and format.
Editor: Hilary Johnson
Email: idaeditor@asid.asn.au

WHY ADVERTISE IN IDA?
Intellectual Disability Australia (IDA) is ASID’s full-colour,
electronic downloadable magazine. Published quarterly, it is
distributed to ASID’s members and subscribers and made
available free to all readers of the Association website.

Artwork Specifications
All artwork must be supplied as high-resolution (min 300 dpi)
electronic files: jpeg, TIF, PDF or eps, with all fonts embedded.
A4 portrait PDF would be easiest for us. If you have pre-made
ads, we can just place these in without too much time. If you
require artwork to be created for you, please contact us to
confirm the cost and the time allocation.
A broad range of advertising options are available in IDA to
suit your specific needs.
Please email secretariat@asid.asn.au for further information
about rates, specifications and our advertising policy.

The following are themes for our next
magazine editions. Please contact
idaeditor@asid.asn.au with any
contributions.
40/4
ASID Conference The journey to a good
life taking control
Copy due November 24th
40/3
Individualised funding In different
context e.g indigenous/NZ
Copy due August 28th
40/2
Accessible information
Copy due May 26th
Advertisers: Rates are available, on
inquiry, from secretariat@asid.asn.au
Membership and Subscription:
Sue Salisbury
ASID Secretariat
38 Surrey Road KESWICK SA 5035
1800 644 741
secretariat@asid.asn.au
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